Charge Enhancement of Noncommutative Gravity
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ABSTRACT
Noncommutative corrections to the metric tensor can be significantly enhanced by the
presence of electromagnetic fields. Neutron stars, with their large magnetic fields, are possible
candidates to search for such effects. We use precision measurements of the gravitational
redshift from pulsars to put bounds on the parameters of noncommutative gravity.
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Introduction

Noncommutative gravity, which corresponds to the noncommutative generalization of the Einstein field equations, offers the possibility of modeling effects from quantum gravity. Noncommutative dynamics is commonly obtained by replacing pointwise products in the commutative
equations of motion by noncommutative star products. The procedure has been applied to
obtain the field equations for noncommutative gravity. The procedure of replacing pointwise
products by noncommutative star products is highly ambiguous, and consequently different
formulations can be given. (For the case of gravity, see for example [1], [2].) Under certain
conditions, the solutions to any commutative field equations are stable under noncommutative
deformations obtained using the star product, and this result is independent of the formulation. This allows for exact solutions to the noncommutative Einstein equations.[3],[4],[5],[6] To
give a physical interpretation to the noncommutative solutions one can map them back to the
commutative theory, where familiar quantities like the metric tensor can be defined. The map,
known as the Seiberg-Witten map[7], can be applied to any gauge theory. Then upon writing
gravity as a gauge theory, which is done in the formulation of [1], one obtains corrections to
the metric tensor for the commutative solutions. Noncommutative corrections to pure gravity
solutions are second order in the noncommutative parameters Θµν defining the deformation,
and as a result offer little hope for direct observation.
The situation is different, however, for exact solutions to the noncommutative EinsteinMaxwell equations, obtained as before by replacing pointwise products by star products. If
one formulates it as a gauge theory, with electromagnetism and gravity contained in a single
gauge group, as was actually necessary in the formalism in [1], then the electromagnetic and
Lorentz spin connections get mixed by the Seiberg-Witten map. This means that there are
corrections to the metric tensor which are due to the electromagnetic fields, and corrections
to the electromagnetic potentials which are due to gravity. Here the leading corrections are
first order in Θµν .[8] For the example of a charged black hole, these corrections to the metric
tensor are also linear in the charge Q. To write down their form, it is convenient to introduce
the dimensionless quantities
q=√

Q
,
GM

ǫµν =

Θµν
,
G3/2 M

(1.1)

where M is the mass and we assume natural units c = ~ = 1 throughout. The maximum (or
extremal) value for q is one. Noncommutative corrections to the metric tensor go like qǫµν
and are thus significant when the product is of order one. For the example where M is a solar
mass, one has
G3/2 M⊙ ≈ GeV−2
This means that for solar mass objects with close to the extremal charge q <
∼ 1, there would
µν
−2
be significant noncommutative effects for Θ is of order GeV . It makes it possible to
obtain bounds on the parameters of noncommutative gravity from astronomical observations,
which are comparable to bounds found on noncommutative parameters in other domains, such
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atomic and high energy physics. (See, for example, [9]) For this, we note that neutron stars
have a nonvanishing charge, which is screened by its magnetosphere.[10],[11] Although q may
not be close to one for typical neutron stars, we can obtain an interesting bound on Θµν from
precision measurements of the gravitational redshift.
For the application to neutron stars, a reasonable framework is the Kerr-Newman solution
to the Einstein-Maxwell equations, as it approximates the exterior fields of the star, and includes some standard corrections to the gravitational redshift. When Θij = 0, i, j = 1, 2, 3,
associated with the space components, it is also a solution of the noncommutative field equations. We compute the leading noncommutative corrections to the Kerr-Newman metric tensor
due to the remaining components of Θµν in section two. The results are applied to the case of
millisecond pulsars and magnetars in section three to obtain bounds on the noncommutativity
parameters from measurements of the gravitational redshift.

2

Kerr-Newman solution and its noncommutative corrections

The Kerr-Newman black hole is characterized by mass M , charge Q and angular momentum
per unit mass a. For convenience, we shall write down the solution and its noncommutative
t
corrections in terms of dimensionless coordinates ξ µ , µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, where ξ 0 = t̃ = GM
r
, with t being the time and r the radial variable, along with the usual
and ξ 1 = r̃ = GM
2
angular variables ξ = θ and ξ 3 = φ, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. From the invariant interval
ds2 = gµν (ξ)dξ µ dξ ν and potential one form A = Aµ (ξ)dξ µ , one can construct the dimensionless
objects
ds2
A
ds̃2 =
Ã = √
,
(2.1)
(GM )2
GM
which for the Kerr-Newman solution can be written as

 2
2
˜ + ã2 sin2 θ dt̃ + ρ̃ dr̃ 2 + ρ̃2 dθ 2
−∆
ds̃2 =
˜
ρ̃2
∆



sin2 θ  2
2 2
2
2
2
2
˜
˜
+
(r̃ + ã ) − ∆ã sin θ dφ − 2ã(r̃ + ã − ∆)dt̃ dφ
(2.2)
ρ̃2
Ã = −

qr̃
(dt̃ − ã sin2 θ dφ) ,
ρ̃2

(2.3)

where
˜ = r̃ 2 + ã2 + q 2 − 2r̃
∆

ρ̃2 = r̃ 2 + ã2 cos2 θ ,

and ã is the rescaled angular momentum density, ã =
extremal) value is one. The solution is valid provided
q 2 + ã2 ≤ 1

a
GM ,

(2.4)

and like q, its maximum (or

(2.5)

Now let us introduce another set of coordinates xµ on space-time, which here have units of
length. In passing to a noncommutative theory, one standardly replaces xµ by operators x̂µ ,
3

satisfying some commutation relations
[x̂µ , x̂ν ] = Θµν ,

(2.6)

Θµν having units of length-squared. It is often convenient to realize the algebra on commutative
space-time by introducing a star product ⋆, such that
xµ ⋆ xν − xν ⋆ xµ = Θµν

(2.7)

We shall assume that there is a choice of xν , at least locally, whereby Θµν is central in the
algebra and independent of xν . Then ⋆ can be taken to be the Groenewold-Moyal star product
[12].
Noncommutative field equations are standardly obtained by replacing pointwise products
in the commutative in the field equations by star products. For certain choices of Θµν , solutions
of the commutative theory are also solutions of the noncommutative theory. This is the case
for (2.2) and (2.3), or any any static solution, when we assume Θij = 0 and we identify x0 with
the time t. This follows because then the Groenewold-Moyal star product acting between timeindependent functions reduces to the pointwise product of the functions, and a static solution
of the commutative field equations, is also a solution in the noncommutative field equations. So
when Θij = 0, (2.2) and (2.3) are solutions to any noncommutative Maxwell-Einstein equations
obtained by replacing pointwise products by Groenewold-Moyal star products.
As stated in the introduction, the Seiberg-Witten map[7] can be applied to find the image of
the solution in the commutative theory, and thereby obtain corrections to the metric tensor and
potentials of the commutative solution. Starting with a gauge theory description which contains
both gravity and electromagnetism in a single gauge group, the leading order corrections
δNC gµν to the metric are due to the U (1) fields, and the leading order corrections δNC Aµ to the
potentials are due to gravity. Here we shall only be concerned with the former. Applying the
GL(2, C) gauge theory of Chamseddine [1], δNC gµν are first order in Θµν when electromagnetic
fields are present in the solution. The effect of the corrections is to translate the space-time
coordinates xµ by Θµν Aν .[8] That is,
δNC gµν

= −Θρσ Aρ
= −Θti At

∂gµν
+ O(Θ2 )
∂xσ

∂gµν
+ O(Θ2 ) ,
∂xi

(2.8)

using Θij = 0.
It remains to identify the spatial coordinates xi for the Kerr-Newman solution and compute
the noncommutative corrections (2.8). For the former, we shall assume that xi span R3 , and
require that (2.7) defines a self-adjoint algebra. This can be maintained for
p
x1
= r̃ 2 + ã2 sin θ cos φ
GM

p
x2
= r̃ 2 + ã2 sin θ sin φ
GM
4

x3
= r̃ cos θ
GM

(2.9)

In computing the noncommutative corrections, we choose only Θt3 nonzero, for simplicity,
which for the Kerr-Newman solution means that the noncommutative direction is parallel to
the rotation axis. The leading order correction to invariant measure (2.2) is of the form
δNC ds̃2 =

qǫt3 r̃ cos θ
κµν dξ µ dξ ν ,
ρ̃4

(2.10)

where ǫµν is given in (1.1) and κµν (ξ) are given in the appendix. κµν (ξ) are well behaved
at θ = π/2, and so from (2.10), noncommutative effects vanish at the equator. Then the
geodesics orbits in the equatorial plane are unchanged at first order. [This situation will
change if we allow for other components of Θti .] The noncommutative correction (2.10) can
be approximated by


dt̃2
dr̃ 2
2
δNC ds̃2 ≈ 2qǫt3 cos θ − 3 −
+
dθ
,
(2.11)
r̃
r̃(r̃ − 2)2
2

2

Q
when Ra 2 << 1 and M
R << 1. These are reasonable assumptions for neutron stars, as is
evident in the next section.
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3.1

Application to neutron stars
Corrections to the gravitational redshift

The gravitational redshift, along with corrections, can be read off the gtt component of the
metric tensor in (2.2):
gtt + 1 =
≈

2r̃ − q 2
ρ̃2
q2
2 2ã2
− 3 cos2 θ − 2 ,
r̃
r̃
r̃

(3.1)

2

using ãr̃2 << 1. The first term on the right hand side is the standard gravitational redshift
δRS gtt , while the remaining terms δJ gtt and δQ gtt are corrections, respectively, associated with
the angular momentum and charge
δRS gtt =

2GM
R

δJ gtt = −

2GM a2
cos2 θ
R3

δQ gtt = −

GQ2
,
R2

(3.2)

where R is the radius of the source. δJ gtt is responsible for line broadening from the dependence
on θ. There are additional corrections which are due to nonspherical deformations of the star
and the Doppler effect, which produce both frequency shifts and line broadening.[13] From
(2.11), the noncommutative correction to the gravitational red shift is
δNC gtt ≈ −

2GM QΘt3 cos θ
2qǫt3 cos θ
=
−
,
r̃ 3
R3
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(3.3)

where we again assume
to line broadening.

a2
R2

<< 1 and

Q2
MR

<< 1. This would yield an additional contribution

Below we examine the corrections δJ gtt , δQ gtt and δNC gtt for neutron stars, assuming R ∼
cm and M ∼ M⊙ . Neutron stars can be classified by their rotational frequencies Ω and
magnetic field. Millisecond pulsars are typically associated with magnetic fields of the order
of 108 Gauss. Precision measurements have been obtained for their gravitational red shift,
from which we can get bounds on |Θt3 |. Magnetars have a lower frequencies and much larger
magnetic fields, and can potentially yield better bounds.
106

3.2

Millisecond pulsars

We first consider rotational effects. From Ω ∼ 103 sec−1 , one has a ∼ R2 Ω ∼ 105 cm. This is
close to the extremal limit, ã ∼ 1, and the angular momentum correction to the redshift is of
order a2 /R2 ∼ 1%.
The effects due to the charge Q for a millisecond pulsar star are typically much smaller.
Here we first need an estimate of Q. For this we assume that the fields can be modeled by the
Kerr-Newman solution for r ≥ R (although pulsars require that the magnetic poles are not
be aligned with the rotational axis). Q is then determined by the magnetic field from (2.3).
Computing the surface magnetic field directed along x3 −axis at the north pole θ = 0, one
gets[10]
2QaR
2Qa
B3 |θ=0 =
≈ 3 ,
(3.4)
2
2
2
(R + a )
R
and we again assume
is then

a2
R2

<< 1. The charge corresponding to B3 |θ=0 ∼ 108 Gauss ∼ 10−12 GeV2

R3 B3 |θ=0
∼ 1012 C ,
(3.5)
2a
or ∼ 1030 in natural units. This coincides with the value quoted for the Crab pulsar[11]. It
Q2
−17 , and q ∼ 10−8 is far from the
gives a very tiny charge correction to the redshift, M
R ∼ 10
extremal limit.
Q≈

From (3.3), the line broadening due to noncommutativity is ≈ 4qǫt3 /r̃ 3 . The gravitational
redshift of millisecond pulsars has been measured with a precision of the order of .1%,[14] and
so one has
2q|ǫt3 | <
.001
(3.6)
r̃ 2 ∼
6
We then find |ǫt3 | <
∼ 10 , and thus
−2
|Θt3 | <
(3.7)
∼ MeV

3.3

Possible application to magnetars

Magnetars have magnetic fields of 1014 Gauss and Ω ∼ sec−1 . From the latter, one gets a ∼
102 cm. So here the angular momentum correction to the redshift is small a2 /R2 ∼ 10−8 and
6

ã ∼ 10−3 is far from the extremal limit. Upon substituting B3 |θ=0 ∼ 1014 Gauss ∼ 10−6 GeV2
in (3.5), we get Q ∼ 1019 C, or ∼ 1037 in natural units. This yields a larger charge correction
Q2
−3
to the redshift, M
R ∼ 10 , and q ∼ .1 is close to the extremal limit. The lower limit on
|ǫt3 | is now 103 times the precision of a measurement, and so if the gravitational red shift can
be measured to the previous accuracy of .1%, the resulting bound on |Θt3 | would go down to
GeV −2 .
We lastly remark that for the determination of the charge for magnetars is not very clear.
The above calculations for Q using (3.4) may be questionable because it ignores internal and
surface effects of the star, as well as effects from the magnetosphere. An indication of this is
that, from (3.4), the extremal case q = 1 (with ã ∼ 10−3 ) corresponds to a surface magnetic
field of 1015 Gauss, and stars having larger magnetic fields are thought possible.[16] 1015 Gauss
is also orders of magnitude less than the upper bound obtained from the virial theorem of
magnetohydrostatics equilibrium.[17] An alternative formula for the charge, which takes into
account internal and surface contributions of the star, is[10]
Q≈

1
ΩR3 B0 ,
3

(3.8)

Contrary to (3.5), it is proportional to the rotation frequency, and so Q is suppressed for
smaller Ω. In deriving this result, the charge density and magnetic field B0 are assumed to be
uniform inside the neutron star, and here, general relativity is completely ignored! It yields
Q ∼ 1011 C for Ω ∼ sec−1 and B0 ∼ 1014 Gauss, which is similar to what was found for
millisecond pulsars. Without a more complete formula which takes into account both finite
size effects and general relativity, we can then only conclude that the true charge for magnetars
lies between this value and 1019 C.

A

Appendix

κµν in (2.10) are given by




2
2
2
2
2
4
2 2
2
2
2
κt̃t̃ =
ã 2r̃q − 4r̃ + ρ̃ − 4r̃ + 3ρ̃ r̃ + q r̃ 2r̃ − ρ̃
ρ̃4


 ρ̃2 (r̃ − 1) r̃ 2 + ã2
2
2
2
2
2
r̃ r̃ + ã + ã sin θ −
κr̃r̃ =
˜
˜
∆
∆

κθθ = 2r̃ 2ã2 + 2r̃ 2 − ρ̃2
κφφ =






2ã2 sin4 θ 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
ã 2r̃q − 4r̃ + ρ̃ + r̃ q 2r̃ + ρ̃ − r̃ 4r̃ + ρ̃
ρ̃4

κt̃φ = −



2ã sin2 θ 2
2
2
2
2
ã
+
r̃
2r̃q
−
4r̃
+
ρ̃
ρ̃4
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(A.9)
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